The Great Wisdom Mantra
I prostrate to the Arya Lankavatara.1
Here I will set forth these words of the great wisdom mantra.
Mantra
Transliteration:
TADYATHĀ / OṂ PADME PADME DEVAI / HINE HINE HINE / CHULU CHULU CHULU / HULE
HULE HULE / YULE YULE YULE / PALE PALE PALE / MUṂCHCHHE DANADE / BHINDHE
BHANAJVE / MANDHE PRAMADHE / DHINA KARE SVĀHĀ
Pronunciation:
TAYATHA, OM PEDMA PEDMADEBEI, HINE HINE HINE, TSULU TSULU TSULU, HULE HULE
HULE, YULE YULE YULE, PALE PALE PALE, MUMTSEDANADE, BHINDHE BHANAZE, MANDHE
PARAMADHE, DHINA KARE SOHA
Mantra transliterated by Tenzin Tsomo, checked by Joona Repo. FPMT Education Services, August 6, 2019

Benefits of the Mantra of Great Wisdom
If any very wise son and daughter of the type memorizes the words of the mantra, keeps it,
recites it, or tries to understand it, then devas or devis; or nagas male or female; or nojin (male)
or nojinmo (female); or asuras or female asuras; or floating in the sky males or floating in the
sky females; or miamchi or female miamchi (eight worldly gods); or great bearing stomach
(female) or great bearing stomach (male); or smell eaters or female smell eaters; or bhutas
(jungpo) or female bhutas (jungpo); or drulbum or female drulbum; or flesh eaters or female
flesh eaters; or sharks or female sharks; or jeche (forgetting ones) or female jeche; or cannibals
or female cannibals; or thramen male or thramen female; or spirits taking away color male and
female ones; or lusulpo or female lusulop; or human beings or nonhuman beings; so all of those
beings can’t give harm.
Reciting these words of secret mantra is the same as reciting the whole of the Arya Lankavatara
Sutra. These are the words of secret mantra that the Bhagavan taught to repel the cannibals
and other malevolent beings.
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1

Tib. lang kar gshegs pa, i.e. “Langkar Shegpa.”

